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Abstract. Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) are photon waves originating from astrophysical sources 
which traverse through the interstellar/interplanetary medium and reaching the terrestrial 
atmosphere. The energies of Galactic Cosmic Ray particles up to and exceeding 1012 eV, and this 
spectrum are peaked around 1 GeV. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
provide satellite mission for monitoring the energy GCR particles in polar orbit, so-called the ACE 
and OMNI. In this paper, we analyze results from measurement error of GCR sensor. The error 
result is obtained by comparing the measurements from GCR sensor with ground-based neutron 
monitors at Bartol University. The measurements were taken for two periods during a Solar 
Particle Event (SPE) maximum on 14 July 2000 and 28 October 2003. The largest value of 
measurement error from GCR sensor in this study is OMNI satellites. After the error results were 
obtained, they were applied into Geant4 simulation. This simulation shows the shape of particle 
energy distribution of GCR sensors. The simulation has been tested and can be operated very well 
under Linux based platform. 
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1. Introduction 
The radiation of space radiation environment is composed different particles (neutron, electron, 
protons and heavier charged particle), with large energy range up to 1020 eV. Among the crucial 
components are ionizing charged particles, i.e. the particle trapped in the radiation belts, the solar 
particle event (SPE) and galactic cosmic ray (GCR) radiation [1]. GCRs are high energy charged 
particle that originated from the outside of solar system, which strongly causes Single Event Effect 
(SEE) in microelectronics and photonics [2]. The phenomena of GCR radiation will be peaked at SPE 
activity. GCRs dominated the effect in terms of linear energy transfer (LET) in satellite application. 
These effects on spacecraft system and instruments near Earth orbit are difficult quantified due to 
highly energetic particles in the heavy ion component compared to polar orbiting satellites [3].  

Boscherini et al [4] discussed more details about the radiation damage of electronic in space, and 
Tajima [5] also discussed a detector for cosmic rays measurement on ground and in space, whereas in 
his study emphasizes error result of GCR sensor on satellite based by comparing this sensor with 
detector from ground-based. Our work progress is to analyze the energetic particles for developing a 
GCR sensor for equatorial inclination satellite that later can be operated in Low-Earth Orbit (LEO). 

In this paper, we started first to study the distribution of galactic cosmic rays particle energy during 
a SPE maximum occurred on 14 July 2000 and 28 October 2003. This study is very important because 
satellite is a complex device with electronic components. If the satellite is attached by maximum 
radiation then the electronic component would be damage by LET from space, then the sensor 
accuracy will be affected seriously. In line with above purpose, Geant4 (GEometry ANd Tracking) is 
proposed to simulate the passage of particle through matter. 
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